Program - French Philology
Level - Bachelor
Qualification - Bachelor of Humanities in Philology
Program Goals:
The goal of the program is to prepare Bachelors of Humanities in Philology that
implies preparation of qualified specialists in French philology in accordance with European
standards, who will be able to continue study at the second (MA) level or be employed first
and foremost – at educational, and then media, tourist, governmental or non-governmental
structures. The aim of the program is to elaborate in students linguistic competences,
application of language proficiency freely, fluently and adequately in speech activities,
formulate fluent speech skills in French, knowledge of correspondence and other
documentation management, mastering recent methodologies and their realization in
practice, elaboration of reading skills mechanisms for different types of readings,
comprehension and understanding of the text, aesthetic perception of a literary text that
means mastering language expressive means and stylistic devices; equip students with the
knowledge that will help them to understand oral monologues and dialogues, elaborated
language competences in conversing about every-day, social-political, literary, scientific and
other topics, elaborate the skills of competent language norms of verbal and grammatically
correct written forms, mastering the skills of conducting negotiations in business
communications, learn the specificity of the “Language of Press”, make comments on articles
and apply the obtained information in practice; reproduce verbal-structural information
from the text, master the skills of essays, compositions, correspondence, documentation,
presentations, business correspondence; develop the conversation competence in
communicative activities; develop the skills of understanding, correct translation and
reviewing a non-literary text; obtain information, listen, understand and reproduce latest
news about social-political life of the modern world; through the interpretation of a literary
work make deep and adequate understanding of an aesthetic and cognitive information of a
text; make communication in French at offices, tourist agencies, hotels and other business
spheres.

